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Instant Design_01
Milan Design Week 2011

The best one hundred design products
Five scouting portfolios
One special guest
Six insiders
Twenty seven snaps from cool places 
Dominic Wilcox and five special sketches

by susanna legrenzi *
and nicola gotti **
thanks to lorenzo castellini fabio cocchi luigi rotta 
beniamino marini stefano mirti kuno prey delfino sisto legnani

* design curator and journalist, she writes for vogue italia, 
klat magazine, nòva/il sole 24 ore and il giornale dell’architettura 
follow her on www.bigbenzine.com/
** art director follow him on www.bauau.net/ 
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Double Side
by Matali Crasset
Danese
“At home today the struc-
tures are fixed, like a paused 
video with a paused picture, 
life is changing and it’s in 
movement and it reacti-
vates the video so to speak. 
My projects work in the in-
terstices of the activities, 
in passages between one 
paused picture to another 
in order to reattach them to 
one another and to renew 
the movement and the ac-
tion in between the spaces”.
-
www.matalicrasset.com/
www.danesemilano.com/
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Tools
by Fabien Dumas
Poetry Happens
“The purpose of this object 
is to turn the common into 
the uncommon. Using exist-
ing products as parts of new 
objects consequently supports 
the concept of sustainability”.
-
www.toomanydesigners.net/
www.poetry-happens.com/
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OpenStructures 
by Thomas Lommée
New Times, New Heroes 
by Z33 and REcentre
“The OpenStructures (OS) 
project initiates a construction 
system where everyone 
designs for everyone”.
Photo Kristof Vrancken/Z33
-
www.openstructures.net/
www.newtimesnewheroes.be/
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New Standard x Shin Subuki
by Scholten&Baijings, 
Sylvain Willenz, BIG-GAME, 
Teruhiro Yanagihara.
Karimoku
-
www.karimoku-newstandard.jp/
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IX Mirros
by Ron Gilad
Dilmos
Photo Emilio Tremolada
-
www.rongilad.com/
www.dilmos.com/ 
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Subalterno1
“Subalterno1 considers 

self-production as a set 
of activities that include 
the self-organization of 
the design process, the 

construction/production, 
the promotion and the 

distribution. Not neces-
sarily the above items 

have to be made in per-
son by a designer, but 

when not made directly, 
they must have at least 

one person as a custom-
er-organizer. Subalterno1 

is a project by Andrea 
Gianni, Stefano Maffei 

and Patrizia Bolzan”.
-

www.subalterno1.com/
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Osso Chair 
by Ronan and
Erwan Bouroullec 
Mattiazzi
“As designers, we feel in-
volved in supporting such 
valiant microstructures 
that are always on the 
edge as they try to adjust 
to a constantly chang-
ing market. That said, the 
Osso chair had to be the 
illustration of what Mat-
tiazzi is in its roots. We 
designed an object in plain 
wood but not in regular 
plain wood, the quality of 
the wood literally makes 
the object, like the best 
piece of meat would make 
the refinement of a dish. 
Our intention was to let 
the sensuality of the wood 
material - from oak to ma-
ple to ash - express itself. 
The Osso chair invites to 
be touched, even caressed 
as it is extremely sculpted 
and polished thanks to the 
use of highly sophisticated 
digital control equipment. 
The high-tech assembling 
system of geometrical 
wood panels allows a quite 
singular strength while 
preserving a design balance 
of the object”.
Photo Ronan and 
Erwan Bouroullec
-
www.bouroullec.com/
www.mattiazzi.eu/ 
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Matière à chaud
by 5.5 Designers for Saazs 

Galleria Luisa delle Piane
“Twelve unique pieces 

which reinterpret an es-
sential household object

the radiator”. 
-

cinqcinqdesigners.com/
www.saazs.com/
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Lantern 
by Tong Ho 

 Yii Taiwan Craft 
Research Institute 

Curated by Gijs Bakker 
“A classic appear-

ance and new tech-
nologies go hand in 

hand in this prod-
uct. Fitted with an 
inner LED system, 

this ceramic ver-
sion of a traditional 

Taiwanese lantern 
reveals its decora-
tion only when lit. 
The lantern is mo-
bile, since it can be 

recharged from a 
ground base”.

-
yiidesign.com/
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SKETCHES by Dominic Wilcox | Circus Rug by Fernando and Humberto Campana www.nodusrug.it/ 23
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Chinabrenner
Thomas Wrobel and Jo 
Zarth 
Poetry Happens
Photo ettlabenn
- 
www.chinabrenner.de/ 
www.poetry-happens.com/
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From kitchen to Table 
by Alfredo Häberli 

Georg Jensen
-

www.alfredo-haeberli.com/
www.georgjensen.com/
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TIME MIRRORS
by Stefano Mirti
(co-founder id-Lab)

Stefano Mirti: Stefano, how is it to be interviewed by 
yourself?
Stefano Mirti: Indeed, it is quite a strange feeling, I’ve 
never done before. Anyway, it could be nice. Thanks 
for asking me. 
-
SM: There is always a first time. Let’s see what happens.
SM: Yes of course. Not to mention that I have known 
you for quite a long time and you know I don’t agree 
with many of your opinions on contemporary design. 
-
SM: Like what?
SM: So often you come up with provocative state-
ments made for immediate pleasure and fun, just to 
impress your audience or your reader. I have known 
you for a long time, I know how much you like it. You 
do it once, you do it twice, but then what? In the end, 
what’s your aim?
-
SM: You could be right. Anyway you shouldn’t try to flip 
around the roles. This time, it’s me interviewing you. 
You have to answer to MY questions, you don’t have to 
come up with YOUR questions. This other exercise, if 
you want, we can do it another time.
SM: Va bene. So, what do you want to know? Ask your 
questions and let’s get to the point.
-
SM: Well, once again we are in the Milanese design 
week. The 2011 edition just finished last night. An opin-
ion from your side? What did you like? What didn’t you 
like?
SM:  Mmmmmhhhh... Honestly speaking, what a bor-
ing way to start an interview. What do you want? A list? 
The twenty designers of the future? I am not Paola An-
tonelli. Why do you ask me such a silly question?
-
SM: Don’t you agree with Paola Antonelli’s list? I think 
it was quite interesting...
SM: I’m not so sure. Boop. If you want lists, please ask 
someone else... 
-
SM: Don’t escape my question... What did you find 
most interesting at the latest Salone?
SM: You are insistent aren’t you. You really want the 
names, the list, I’ve seen this, I went there... 
Where shall we start from? A description of Eind-
hoven’s best students? Ingo Maurer’s latest trick? 
What do I think about Enzo Mari’s statements on the 

death of design (while presenting his 1000th chair?). 
Dai... Don’t be so obnoxious....
-
SM: Why do you have to be so aggressive? I am sim-
ply asking you what were the most interesting things 
you saw during the week. Give us a list with some com-
ments and remarks and there we are.
SM: You want to know what I like about the Milanese 
week?
-
SM: Yes, please. It’s very simple. It takes no longer than 
five minutes.
SM: I liked the Fuori Salone very much because it’s 
like being in Groundhog Day.  Do you remember it? 
The movie with Bill Murray and Andy Mc Dowell. One 
of the greatest movies ever. 
-
SM: The one where they are stuck in some mountain 
town and every morning Bill Murray wakes up and it is 
the day before? Waking up everyday and understand-
ing you are once again living the same day over and 
over (and being aware of it)?
SM: Yes indeed. Wasn’t it great? I watched it so many 
times, there was a moment I felt being Bill Murray 
myself. It looked like an Hollywood movie, but it was 
(all in all) a flabbergasting philosophical concept. 
-
SM: Checking Wikipedia from my phone, it says: “the 
phrase ‘Groundhog Day’ has entered common use as a 
reference to an unpleasant situation that continually 
repeats, or seems to”.
SM: Welcome to the Salone del Mobile di Milano, dar-
ling. The most exciting element is this total, complete 
and absolute repetition. A never ending loop. I enter 
the exhibition of the young brilliant designer from 
London and I love this feeling of entering the exhibi-
tion I went to last year, the exhibition I went to five 
years ago, the exhibition I will see next year, the next 
and the one after that. It is an absolute feeling. Very 
powerful, very impressive. Pure teleology. The condi-
tion where you can’t escape thinking about the final 
causes of setting up a relation between ourselves, 
other people and nature.
-
SM: I follow your description and excitement. Yet, in 
common language “Groundhog Day” it has a negative 
connotation. It refers to an unpleasant situation.
SM: This could be. Actually it could be considered un-

pleasant. Indeed, I love it. Milano’s week looks like a 
Gabriel Garcia Marquez novel. You are at Bar Basso 
and you feel like being in One hundred years of Soli-
tude. Places, situations, characters repeating them-
selves over and over. Day after day, glass after glass, 
chair after chair. This is why it is so successful and why 
we all like it so much. I love this feeling. You feel time-
less, don’t you?
-
SM: Actually, I never thought about it. You mean being 
in Milano is like being in Macondo?
SM: Yes. The design world could be intended as the 
Buendia family. We all live in this fictional Mediter-
ranean village (a very special village: although we are 
in the South, every time there is this f*****g week, it 
rains all the time), we all spend our lives busy in mul-
tiple incests, births, love, deaths. If you are not part 
of the big Buendia family you find all of this quite en-
tertaining and charming (although it is nothing more 
than being very spooky).
-
SM: And if you are part of the Buendia family? How do 
you feel?
SM: I told you before. If you are part of the family, the 
only thing you can do is to accept your destiny and 
happily play your role again and again. Year after year. 
Meeting the same curator over and over (although he 
or she will have a different face), answering to the 
same journalist, going to the same exhibition.
-
SM: Same exhibition?
SM: Yes, a life where you are condemned to go to the 
same exhibition. The jury met, and after several hours 
the judge condemned you to Milano Fuori Salone. Fifty 
years of it. One week per year, like the Swiss when they 
go to the army. Fifty years straight. Year after year. 
Over and over. The same exhibition, with the same 
opening where you will meet the same people, where 
you will drink the same wine, where you will share the 
same gossip. Talking with the same students, reading 
the same magazines and of course being completely 
aware of this. But pretending it is about “new” things. 
Not even Ionesco or Beckett could have imagined such 
an incredibly story.
-
SM: But this is quite horrible, is it not? It sounds like 
Dante’s Inferno.
SM: Yes, a mix between Garcia Marquez and Dante’s 

Inferno. Eventually engraved by Gustave Dore’. To live 
in a Gustave Dore’ wooden engravure (dreaming of 
Andy Mc Dowell when she was young). Indeed, if you 
think about it for a second it is a great condition.
-
SM: Not so sure I like it. It is quite challenging indeed.
SM: No. I don’t think so. Groundhog Day, Macondo... 
They are nice references. I could have answered to 
your question going to  Festen (The Celebration). Do 
you remember it? it was that Danish movie, Dogme 
#1. The family reunion with the nasty old man...
-
SM: Upon your thinking, Fuori Salone is just like that. 
Isn’it?
SM: Undoubtfully. It is like a family celebration with 
all kind of different problems. Where everyone hates 
each other. Still, you are part of the family and there 
is nothing you can do about it. This is. Nothing more.
-
SM: I am much more positive about Salone. It is like a 
festival, a celebration, a week-long party.
SM: Yes. A celebration. I just observe that it is a quite 
peculiar celebration. Not so dissimilar from Festen. 
But then, this is a minor thing. The really exciting 
thing is the exact repetition year after year. This time 
element and its mirror feature really fascinates me. I 
think it is actually very nice. Very exciting. As I said, it’s 
like being Bill Murray in Groundhog Day. Not wanting 
to repeat myself, but I like Andy Mc Dowell very much. 
If, at the end of this game of multiple repetitions, mir-
rored in a never ending loop, I will finally get my Andy 
Mc Dowell, I will be quite happy. I know this will never 
happen, still, it is a quite sweet idea to my mind.
-
SM: Thanks. Of course I find your ideas ridiculous, but 
I understand your point. Thanks for your kindness and 
see you again next year.
SM: Yes. To give, once again, the same answers to the 
same questions. Jolly good! By the way, have a nice day.
-
SM: You too!
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Textiles
by Linde Hermans 
New Times, New Heroes 
by Z33 and REcentre
Ph Rien Geypen
-
www.lindehermans.be/
www.newtimesnewheroes.be/
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